SPA DATASHEET

MIURA SECURE PAYMENT
APPLICATION
POS INTEGRATION WITH PAYMENTS MADE SIMPLE

Implementing payment solutions can be complex, with disparate
platforms, EMV kernels, changing security requirements, and
annual PCI compliance.
The Miura Secure Payment Application (SPA) removes these
obstacles, allowing you to quickly and easily interface your
software with a modern, robust, and certified payment solution.
With SPA, smart semi-integrated connectivity combined with
point-to-point encryption (P2PE) isolates the POS application from
secure payment data. This eliminates the need to obtain PA-DSS
certification for your POS app, and reduces the time, labor, and
costs associated with PCI compliance.

Designed to fit your
business needs
SPA is built to scale across all Miura
devices, business segments and use cases.
Communication options include USB,
Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, and 4G.
One turnkey solution allows you to enable
payments everywhere – inside, outside,
curbside, and at self-service kiosks.
SPA supports businesses who want to provide
a contact-free payment experience for
customers and minimize physical interaction
by disabling features like signature capture
and receipt printing.
It also facilitates remote management using
the Miura Device Management System (DMS)
the smart, secure and scalable way to deploy,
organize, manage, and monitor devices across
your enterprise.
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One powerful app made your way
Miura’s partner-friendly philosophy means we don’t take a ‘one-size-fits-all’ approach to payment integration. This means you
can choose where you want SPA to run: directly on a Miura device, as a secure module on your POS, or stand-alone.
Our API is so simple to use that you can be up and running with a fully-certified payment solution in as little as two weeks.
Tap into the knowledge of our experts to determine the devices, configurations and feature sets that best fit your business
model; the industries you serve; and your customers’ specific needs.

Run SPA on a Miura payment device, securely within
your POS, or stand-alone

Semi-integrated on
payment Device (SiD)

Semi-integrated
on POS (SiP)

Miura Secure Payment Application

Gateway or acquirer

Miura Secure Payment Application

Gateway or acquirer

or

Stand-alone
Miura Secure Payment Application

Gateway or acquirer

Key features and parameters of SPA

Industry
Retail
Restaurant
Personal Services
Professional Services
Field Services
Sports and Entertainment
Transportation
And much more

Payment
features
Credit
PIN debit
EBT (SNAP)
Commercial cards
Service tip
Tip adjust
Level 2 prompting
QR code support
Quick chip

Reports
Shift
Clerk
Batch
Settlement
Summary
Transaction detail
Tip

Note: Connectivity and semi-integrated configuration dependent
on Miura device models and communication features.
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Transaction
options
Open/close tab
Cashback
Signature capture
Surcharge

To find out more about SPA, and our
marketing leading family of payment devices
and solutions, schedule a meeting with one
of our payment experts today

